Researchers studying the impact of treatments designed to facilitate recovery after neural injury face competing demands. On the one hand, because treatment effects often emerge slowly over days, and because researchers seek evidence of stable long-term effects, it is common practice to observe experimental subjects for many weeks after treatment. On the other hand, the cost of performing studies and the need to evaluate a multitude of alternative treatment procedures requires optimal efficiency, pushing researchers towards shorter test procedures. With these issues in mind, researchers have appeared to derive a test window based on previously published methodologies and inspection of their recovery curves, with testing terminated after the recovery curve reaches asymptote (approaches a slope of 0). An alternative procedure is introduced here that evaluates the stability of the data set over time. Using correlational techniques, researchers can determine whether (1) testing should be continued for additional days; or (2) equivalent statistical power can be achieved in fewer days. This provides a rational decision rule to help researchers balance competing demands. Applying these techniques to a procedure that evaluates the impact of acute treatments on recovery from spinal cord injury, it is shown that equal statistical power can be achieved in half the time, greatly increasing the efficiency with which alternative treatments can be evaluated.
INTRODUCTION T
HE EVALUATION OF RECOVERY after neural injury poses a difficult dilemma for researchers. The recovery process is generally slow and the impact of an experimental treatment can take weeks to emerge. If the observation window is too short, effective treatments may be missed. At the same time, many new treatments are being developed that need to be experimentally evaluated. Rapid progress in the field demands optimal efficiency. In the present paper, we show how correlational techniques can be used to determine the optimal test window. We illustrate the techniques by applying them to a paradigm that examines recovery after spinal cord injury using the scoring technique developed by Basso, Beattie, and Bresnahan (BBB scale, 1995) . The analyses revealed that subject performance stabilized within three weeks of treatment, which is half the usual test duration. In this case, equal power can be achieved in half the time, greatly increasing the efficiency with which alternative treatments can be evaluated. Conversely, these techniques can also reveal cases where effective evaluation of recovery requires additional observation. Moreover, use of these techniques is not restricted to spinal cord injury programs. The statistical procedures outlined could also be used to determine the number of observations required to effectively and efficiently evaluate treatments for brain injury and other neural disorders.
Current Methods
Evidence suggests that events that occur within the first few days after injury can dramatically affect recovery (Young, 2000) . For this reason, many studies examine the impact of acute treatments given soon after injury. In rodents, recovery is then monitored over a period that generally lasts 6-8 weeks (Table 1 ). It appears that researchers have adopted this test procedure for two reasons. The first is historical; when researchers move into a field, they look for historical precedents that help establish standard methods . The second is empirical; researchers examine the results over time, terminating testing when performance asymptotes. Graphically, this is evident from the slope of the recovery line, which approaches zero as the curve flattens. The implicit assumption is that when the curve flattens individual performance has stabilized (within the limits of the observational technique employed). This, however, need not be true. As shown in Figure 1 (compare 1A and 1B), overall performance can yield a slope of zero even though individual subject's performances continue to vary (perhaps as a function of experimental treatment). Figure 1 also illustrates two cases where observed scores drift up ( Figure 1C ) or down ( Figure 1D ) over time, but the relative ranking of the subjects' performances remain stable. As a result, in both cases, the data are perfectly correlated over time even though the slope is not zero. Because the data are perfectly correlated (yielding a correlation coefficient [r] of 1.0) the results obtained on day 42 can be predicted from the data obtained on day 14. For the cases illustrated in Figures 1C and 1D , the extra 4 weeks of testing would not yield an increase in statistical power. Notice that the stability of the data set is predicted by the correlation observed over days, not the slope of the line.
In the examples illustrated in Figure 1 , we assumed perfect stability over time and a perfect measure of subject performance, yielding a perfect correlation of 1.0. Of course, such perfection is never achieved within the laboratory. In practice, there is some inherent variability in the results obtained with any scoring procedure. For example, with the BBB technique commonly used to score recovery after spinal cord injury, the same experimenter scoring subjects twice in the same day (in a random order) will often yield scores that correlate between 0.90 and 0.95 (intra-observer reliability; Basso et al., 1996a) , and squared correlation coefficients (r 2 , the proportion of variance accounted for) between 0.81 and 0.90. Introducing the variability inherent in using multiple observers brings a further reduction in the correlation (inter-observer reliability (r) $ 0.84 and r 2 $ 0.70; Basso et al., 1996a ). This places a theoretical limit on the strength of the correlations that can be observed across days; the strength of the correlation should not normally exceed that obtained by a single observer on the same day. This implies that we can infer stability as the correlation observed across days approaches intra-observer reliability (or inter-observer reliability in studies using more than one behavioral observer).
From Figure 1 , we can see that the data illustrated in panels A, C, and D have stabilized; each data set yielded a high correlation across days. In these cases, testing can be terminated at the earlier time point without a loss in statistical power. The alternative scenario is illustrated in panel B. In panel B, there is no correlation across days, indicating that subject performance is still shifting. Assuming good intra-observer reliability, this suggests that additional testing may be warranted.
In the sections that follow, we show how the stability of a data set can be evaluated using statistical techniques. These procedures examine the strength of the correlation observed across days. Using a large data set obtained from our spinal cord injury program, we first outline a simple procedure that can be implemented using a spreadsheet program such as Excel (a template is provided at http://graulab.tamu.edu/correlationcalculator.html). These analyses are used to empirically derive an optimal postinjury observation period. We then show how a more complex analysis, based on randomization techniques, yields a similar result.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
A large sample of 157 male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan, Houston, TX) served as subjects. At approximately 3 months of age, the rats were given a moderate (12.5-mm drop) contusion injury using the MASCIS impactor.
Data Collection
Three trained observers scored locomotor function using the BBB scale. BBB scores were collected daily from days 1-14 postoperative, on alternate days from days 14-26, and then every fourth day from days 26-42. BBB scores were then transformed as recommended by Ferguson et al. (2003) making scores more amenable to para-HOOK ET AL. Figure 2A ).
RESULTS
As can be seen in Figure 2A , there is a rapid increase in locomotor (BBB) scores during the first week of recovery. This is followed by more gradual period of improvement that continues through the second week. After day 14, there is a slow and gradual increase in locomotor function that continues through until the last day of testing (day 42). Similar recovery functions have been reported by a number of other laboratories using comparable procedures (Table 1) .
Next, we evaluated the stability of the data set by calculating the Pearson product moment correlation coefficients (r values) between the last test day (day 42) and each of the preceding test days (days 1-38). The r values obtained are illustrated in Figure 2B . Dashed lines indicate the range of reliability scores typically observed within an individual experiment and across laboratories (the lower line represents minimum reliability, r 5 0.84 and r 2 5 0.70; the upper line represents a more stringent criterion, r 5 0.89 and r 2 5 0.80; Basso et al., 1996a) .
Before proceeding, we must first establish that the data set stabilized by the end of testing. If the correlation between the last two test days (days 38 and 42) is significantly less than the intra-observer correlation coefficient (IOR) derived for our dataset, performance has not yet stabilized. It is also important to establish that these correlations have stabilized over repeated observation peri-HOOK ET AL. In this large dataset, r 2 exceeds 0.70 by day 13 indicating that 70% of the variance in day 42 scores is already explained. The percentage of unexplained variance at each day of testing [(r 2 for days 38 and 42) 2 (r 2 for correlation between days 1 through 38, separately, and day 42)] is depicted with the open circles. As this percentage approaches 0, additional testing will provide little increase in statistical power. It is clear from Figure C that less than 6% of the variance between scores collected on days 1-38 and day 42 remains unexplained after 3 weeks of testing. ods (i.e., .2 periods), and to ensure that the original testing period is of sufficient duration to avoid potential problems that could arise from focusing on just the first few days of testing (e.g., days 1-3). We recommend initially observing recovery over a 6-week period and then, after verifying that data have stabilized in this period, retrospectively examining the data to see whether testing could be terminated on an earlier day. With the current data set, it can be seen that the r values obtained between the preceding test days (days 30 and 34) and the last test day (day 42) exceed our stringent criterion (r 5 0.92) and appear indistinguishable from the r value obtained between the last two test days (days 38 and 42). The stability of this dataset, therefore, makes it appropriate to retrospectively examine whether behavioral observations could have been terminated before day 42 without sacrificing statistical power.
At what point does the data set stabilize? A simple statistical formula that addresses this issue is provided in Table 2 (from Ferguson and Takane, 1989) . The formula compares the strength of the correlation observed between a particular test day (e.g., day 20) and the last test day (day 42) with the correlation observed at the end of testing (days 38 and 42). The t value obtained can then be compared with tabled values to determine whether the correlations are significantly different. (Because multiple t values must be computed [across days], a Bonferroni correction should be employed to maintain the overall error rate at 0.05. Correction values for a range of comparisons are provided in Table 2B [adapted from Myers, 1979] .) The steps listed in Table 2 illustrate how to calculate the t values needed to compare the correlations across days. The t values obtained for the present data set are given in the last row of Table 2A . As shown, these analyses confirm that the data set stabilized after day 16; the correlations obtained from day 20 onward did not differ significantly from the correlation observed on the last two days of testing. A similar conclusion can be derived from a consideration of the r 2 values illustrated in Figure 2C .
Because our analyses were based on a very large data set (N [total number of subjects tested] 5 157), we were able to resolve relative small changes in the stability of the data set, with significant differences being observed between correlations that differed by just 0.07 (e.g., 0.95 vs. 0.88; Table 2A ). To evaluate how our conclusions might vary as a function of sample size, a more complex set of analyses were performed using randomization techniques. Nine potential sample sizes were examined: 12, 16, 20, 24, 32, 36, 40, 48 , and 60 total subjects. For each sample size, 1,000 random samples (i.e., of 12, 16, 20 subjects) were drawn from the "population" of 157 subjects. Then for each random sample, the squared correlation between the measurements of each day and day 42 were computed providing an empirical distribution of 1,000 squared correlations for each day scored and each sample size. Like the r 2 values reported above, these squared correlations provide an indication of the stability of the data set across days. More formally, they represent the proportion of shared variance between BBB scores on each day scored and scores on day 42. We used a r 2 of 0.70 (r 5 0.84) as a minimum value for judging the stability within the data set as it represents a reliability score typically observed within an individual experiment and across laboratories (Basso et al., 1996a) .
For each sample size condition, the empirical distribution of squared correlations was examined to determine a stopping day based on the percentage of squared correlations in the distribution with a stability index greater than or equal to 0.70. The percentage of samples that meet this criterion provides an indication of statistical power. Many statisticians recommend a power of 0.80 (Cohen, 1992) , which in this case requires that 80% of the squared correlations are greater than or equal to 0.70. We also evaluated two additional levels of power, 0.90 and 0.95, that establish a more conservative criterion. The table provided on the left side of Figure 5 indicates the stopping days for each sample size condition and three proportional cut-points: 0.80 (80% of squared correlations greater than or equal to 0.70), 0.90, and 0.95. For example, based on a total sample size of 12 subjects, approximately 80% of the squared correlations are larger than 0.70 on day 18. With larger sample sizes, the data stabilized more rapidly (by day 14). Imposing a more stringent power requirement increased the number of test days required. For example, with a sample size of 12, 90% of the squared correlations were larger than 0.70 by day 20, and approximately 95% of the squared correlations were larger than 0.70 by day 22. Even with a small sample size (n 5 12) and a more conservative power requirement (0.90), the data set stabilized after 3 weeks of testing, an outcome that is commensurate with the answer obtained above using simple correlational procedures.
Because many researchers will want to adopt a cautious approach, we also examined the impact of requiring a more stringent index of stability. In this case, squared correlations had to exceed a value of 0.80 (r 2 5 0.80 and 80% shared variance between stopping day BBB scores and scores obtained from final measurement). The values obtained are illustrated on the right side of Figure  3 . Imposing a more stringent requirement increased the number of test days required. For example, with a total N of 12 subjects, and a power of 0.80, four additional days of testing were required. Again, as N is increased, the number of test days needed to meet the requirement HOOK ET AL. (r 1,3 ) 5 correlation between each of the days (3) and day 42 (1). r 2,3 5 correlation between each of the days (3) and day 38 (2). a 5 r 1,2 5 correlation between day 38 (2) and day 42 (1). The bolded numbers (day 20 and after) represent the days at which there was no significant difference between r 1,3 and r 2,3 (Step 4). The asterisks (*) indicate that the t statistic was significant. Adapted from Myers (1979) . Other specific critical values of the Bonferroni t (not provided here) can also be calculated using a mathematical program found at http://home.clara.net/sisa/bonfer.htm (Uitenbroek, 1997) .
Step-by-step analysis of optimal duration of observation period: 1. Collect BBB data across days from a minimum of 32 subjects. Verify high inter/intra-observer reliability. 2. Correlate (Pearson-product-moment) the BBB scores (averages of left and right foot scores) collected on each day of scoring with those collected on the last day subjects were scored (e.g., between days 1 and 42, 2 and 42 etc.). [Note that if BBB scores collected immediately following treatment (e.g., days 1-3) are as strongly correlated with the final score (e.g. day 42) as are later occurring scores (e.g., day 38) there is no need to continue with these analyses. In this special case the effect derived in the first few days of testing is predictive of subsequent differences between groups.] 3. Correlate the BBB scores collected on each day of scoring with those collected on the second last day (e.g., between days 1 and 38, 2 and 38 etc.). 4. Determine when subjects' performances stabilized. This can be established by comparing the strength of correlation coefficients. If performance has stabilized coefficients should not be significantly different from one another. Significant differences can be derived using the formula (Ferguson and Takane, 1989) :
Example:
Where r 2,3 5 0.92 (correlation between days 20 and 38), r 1,3 5 0.93 (correlation between days 20 and 42), r 1,2 5 0.95 (correlation between days 38 and 42), N5 157 (sample size). declined. More testing was required to achieve higher power criteria (0.90 and 0.95). Nonetheless, with power set to a generally accepted value of 0.80, and a small sample size (a total n of 12-16), stability was achieved by day 22. Even under the most conservative parameters (stability index of 0.80, power of 0.95, and a sample size of 16 subjects), just 26 days of testing were required. Only in one case, which involved the most conservative criterion (r 2 5 0.80, power 5 0.95) and the smallest n (12), did we fail to achieve our criterion of statistical power (yielding a blank cell in Figure 3 ). In this situation, additional subjects would be needed to meet a power criterion of 0.95. These analyses imply that many experimenters could halve the period of observation after injury without sacrificing statistical power. In fact, with a repeated measures design, this change can actually increase the percentage of variance accounted for by experimental treatments. For example, in the dataset used for these analyses, 97 subjects received a treatment that could potentially hurt the recovery of function (Grau et al., 2001 ). The treatment was performed after BBB scores were collected on day 1 of observation. The remaining 60 subjects served as untreated controls. A repeated-measures ANOVA (with days as the repeated measure) revealed a significant main effect of treatment [F(1,155) 5 9.78, p 5 0.002]. Of greater interest is the interaction term, which indicates how our experimental variable affected the course of recovery observed over days. An analysis of our treatment effect that was limited to the first 3 weeks of testing yielded a treatment by day interaction that accounted for 3.5% of the variance. When testing was continued to day 42, the proportion of variance accounted for by the interaction term decreased to 2.4%. Naturally, the decrease in variance explained produced a decrease in the F value obtained from 5.58 to 3.75. In this case, reducing the observation period would increase both efficiency and statistical power. 
DISCUSSION
We have outlined some rational procedures for making judgments regarding the optimal test window in studies evaluating the recovery of function after neural injury. Based on the data collected using a standard injury paradigm and scoring technique, we found that equivalent statistical power can be achieved in roughly half the time. While it is likely that our conclusions will generalize to other similar treatment and test regimens, we recommend that individual investigators evaluate the applicability of the conclusions using the correlational techniques outlined in Table 2 .
The scoring procedure we adopted utilized a heavy sampling procedure that yielded 24 scores over the 42 days of testing. In developing a shorter test period, we have maintained a relatively high frequency of observation, with scores collected daily from days 1-7, on alternate days from days 7-15, and then every third day until day 21. With a high frequency of observation, we can resolve relatively subtle changes across days and have a good indication of individual performance (based on 13 independent days of observation). Researchers who use leaner sampling procedures should consider increasing the frequency of testing if they choose to use a shorter recovery period. For example, though a weekly regimen may work well for studies that employ an extended period of testing, it would not be recommended if testing were terminated after 3 weeks of recovery. In this case, a denser sampling procedure would generally increase statistical power.
Our primary focus has been on the pragmatic implications of our analyses for issues concerning experimental design and the derivation of an optimal test window. It should be noted that the analyses have additional implications, because the variation in the correlations observed over days reflect a clinical phenomenon. It appears that individual subject performance has effectively crystallized by the third week after recovery. From that point on, long-term outcome can be well predicted. Changing this correlation will require experimental treatments that introduce a new source of variability. Before the process has crystallized, a large proportion of the variance remains unexplained. At day 1, 74% of the variance is unexplained (Fig. 2C) . Even as late as day 5, 50% of the variance remains unexplained. What determines why one subject shows rapid recovery over the next 2 weeks while another does not? Our experimental treatments account for only about 18% of this variability, so most of the variance remains unexplained. By focusing on the variables that account for this variability, we should be able to discover new methods to foster recovery after injury.
Again, this leads us to focus on the changes that occur over the first few weeks of recovery.
